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“Earth is our home and I promise to try to keep it beautiful by learning to understand and conserve
its soils, air, water, natural beauty and all its living things.”
Gould League Pledge.
OUR SOCIETY
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING. The date for the AGM is Friday 27th March.
Make a note of it now and be there to elect officers for 1981.
Written nominations may be forwarded to PO Box 29 Wentworth Falls.
Walks Programme March, April and May 1981.
Saturday 7th March.
Bedford Creek from Hazelbrook, return via Terrace Falls.
Meeting Place: south side of Hazelbrook Station at commencement of Terrace Falls Road, at 10 am.
Saturday 4th April.
Lockley Pylon via Mt Hay Raod.
Meeting Place: Mt Hay Road near Leura Public School at 10am.
Saturday 2nd May.
Ingar Picnic Area/Bedford Creek and return via Woodford Road.
Meeting Place: Rear of Brown Horse Inn Tableland Road 10am.
Report on Walks:
Very few starters arrived for the December walk to Inspiration Point because of extreme heat.
The January walk along Hurley Ridge was reasonably well attended. It was intended to try to reach
Wentworth Creek, however, this proved too far for the time available. The walk along Hurley’s
Ridge was enjoyable however with good displays of flannel flowers (Actinotus helianthi) and other
summer flowering types, however, the drought conditions had affected most wild flowers and
especially the orchids.
An exploratory trip to the Pinnacles off Mt Hay Road, lead by Terry, had to be abandoned because
of heat and possible bush fore, the danger to a walking party during extreme dry conditions, is very
real and must always be considered. The trip will be held by Terry in the future, probably not on
our usual walk day—the trip is to be a geological study and will explore an area where the
Narrabeen shale and Hawkesbury sandstone are both represented. A second attempt to make this
outing on the 7th February also had to be abandoned, this time because of heavy rains which had
made the Mt Hay Road unusable by normal vehicles. An alternative walk was arranged by Greta to

the Undercliff Path and Jamison Creek to inspect the area threatened by development, and was
enjoyed by the group, most of whom had not been to either area before.
LAND PRESERVATION FUND COMMITTEE REPORT.
Land under consideration: So far no reply has been received from the owner of a small block near
Jamison Creek as to whether he is prepared to sell. This man is at present overseas , so this lack of
reply is understandable. Meanwhile other land is being investigated. If members Know of Land
they would like considered please phone Winsome Gregory (571573).
SALE OF PLANTS (NATIVE): As the Newsletter goes to press, plants are being labelled for sale in the
Hut at the February Meeting and from the following day. Our most successful grower of native
plants, Greta Vanry, who has supplied most of the plants for sale, gives three main reasons for
growing native plants:
1. To conserve our water supply (most natives, once established, don’t need watering)
2. To do without pesticides by attracting native birds which help in keeping gardens free of grubs,
larvae and insects of all kinds.
3. To help collect money for our Land Preservation Fund by providing our friends with cheap, weed
free Native plants.”
Mrs Vanry is grateful for all the recycled “flower pots” (milk and other drinks cartons, tins, plastic
bottles etc.) which she has been receiving from friends in the Conservation Society.
SAVE TOMORROW’S WATER – PLANT A NATIVE.
Land Preservation Committee.
It was unfortunate that the Society was unable to buy lots 11 & 12 on the Jamison Creek. However
we may yet have the opportunity to make a very real contribution to conserving threatened areas
as the Committee has found another block.
At least the recent questionnaire clearly indicated the overwhelming support of our members for
the project with a vote of 60 for and 2 against spending the funds to buy land.
It was very pleasant to get a call from Rita Vellengar, a long time member, who with her husband
Sid, carried out the authoritative study of the Satin Bower bird. Rita is living in a retirement village
at Castle Hill (using it as a base is more correct for a wanderer like Rita) and seems to have the
same enthusiasm and zest for living we knew so well. She is planning a Bird-day early in May when
the Migrating birds pass through from Victoria to Queensland following the nectar flow. Hopefully
Graham Alcorn will be back from New Zealand for this.
NATURE CONSERVATION COUNCIL OF NSW.
A resolution was passed at a recent meeting deploring the fact that, for the first time ever we were
not represented at the Annual Conference. It is impossible to underestimate the importance this
body as it represents all conservation groups in NSW and puts their view to the Government of the
day in the strongest possible way.
Over many years we have spent at least 2 meetings discussing the draft resolutions for the
Conference and deciding what resolutions we should submit on our behalf.

If endorsed by the Conference the Council’s representations to the Government carry more weight
than a fragmented approach although ideally the member Society should also make their own
submissions.
Reading Newsletters back to 1971, one finds resolutions we have put forward many of which are
now in operation. Some examples are: a call for a Tree Preservation Order in the Blue Mountains,
Protection for The King’s Table at Wentworth Falls, a call for additions to Blue Mountains National
Park, a call for the inclusion of Boyd Plateau in Kanangra Boyd Par, for the cessation of mining near
the famous Limestone ‘slot’ at Bungonia; for the retention of native vegetation on roadside verges;
for the protection from mining of the high dunes at Myall Lakes; for the forming of Colo National
Park, for research into effect of controlled burning on flora and fauna, erosion, runoff etc. It is
almost in history of the triumphs and defeats of the conservation movement in this state.
Incidentally, looking back over the years issues we have had some fine areticles on wildlife over the
years. We have all observed things like the comical games of young magpies so why not send your
observations to the Editor for the next issue. Editor.
The following article has been contributed by a foundation member.
EARLY HISTORY OF THE SOCIETY
Part 1. The very Beginnings
(Note to the Editor. This account is based on Society records and Officers notes left with the
records, and to some extent on the recollections of the people concerned. You might think it goes
into too much detail and mentions too many names. But it is useful to realise from what small
beginnings the Society has grown, and to remember those involved; some of them have passed on,
and circumstances have taken a few from this area).
In the early 1940’s The Blue Mountains Flora and Fauna Protection Society was formed and was
centred in Hazelbrook; The late Bernard Schleicher was its president from the time it began. In
1961 he wrote to the then Mayor, Alderman Frank Walford, requesting him to convene a public
meeting in Katoomba to form a similar society. At the same time he asked Miss Moira Pearce, a
member of the Hazelbrook group and a resident of Katoomba, to follow up the matter with the
Mayor. Mr Schleicher’s initiative led to the inception of Our Society.
The meeting was convened on October 5th 1961 in Katoomba Town Hall (the old building at the top
of Parke St.) The Mayor was in the Chair and 8 others present (names not recorded).
It was resolved:
(a) that a society be formed
(b) that a further meeting be held on October 26th
(c) that in view of the poor attendance, election of officers be held to that meeting.
On October 26 the meeting was again in Katoomba Town Hall, with Stan Fallows taking the Chair.
Also present were the misses Brown and Pearce, the Ern Sommervilles, the Jeff Fairs, the Astles,
Allen Hawke, Geoff Bates and Les Hill.
After a film showing by Charles Boyd (officer of the NSW Fauna protection Panel) the meeting
decided:
(a) that the Society be names “The Katoomba and District Flora and Fauna Protection Society”
(b) that membership fee be 2/6 (two shillings and sixpence)

(c) that election of officers and adoption of a constitution be held over till a meeting on November
30th.
(Donations totalling 1 Pound were given “toward the cost of forming the Society).
A third meeting was held in the same place on November 30th. Present were 8 of those who were
at the previous meeting, plus John Buki (who had agrees to take on the office of Secretary). The
meeting was chaired by Stan Fallows until office-bearers were elected.
Those elected were: President – Fred Astle; Vice President – Allen Hawke; Secretary John Buki,
Treasurer Jeff Fair, Publicity Officer Moira Pearce. Alderman Frank Walford was elected Patron “for
his intimate love and knowledge of Australian Wildlife and for his outstanding service in this field”.
It was further decided:
(a) that meetings be held on the last Thursday of each month
(b) that membership fee be set at 3/?
(c) that a committee of office-bearers should draw up a draft constitution ready for the next
meeting, set for 1/2/1962.
The guest speaker at the meeting was the late Mrs Marjorie Jeavons.
The office-bearers met at Hawkes SHOP in January 1962 and prepared a draft constitution. The
notes indicate that they were greatly helped by the advice of Allen Strom, then NSW Chief
Guardian of Fauna.
The General Meeting on 1/2/62 discussed and accepted, with minor amendments, the draft
constitution (including change of name to “Wildlife Conservation Society”). Les Hill was elected as
additional Vice-President and Stan Fallows, Ern Sommerville, George Batty, Moira Pearce and E
Kettle became the Committee.
It was resolved that members of the Good Neighbour Council be invited to join the Society “as new
citizens would find it interesting to hear more about Australian wildlife and the laws governing its
conservation”. (It turned out that our most active members included many of the Good neighbour
Council).
Monthly meeting were held at the Old Town Hall until April, after which the venue changed to the
Library of the Katoomba Primary School. Committee meetings continued to be held in Hawke’s
shop.
Between the November 61 meeting and the end of January 62, John Buki wrote down what he
called “A few rough Ideas for Effective Wildlife Conservation Work”. They covered 3 ½ foolscap
pages of typescript. These few rough ideas led to very many of the activities undertaken by the
Committee and members; they were used as the basis of the “Interest Survey” sheets printed and
used later in 1962-3 and of the membership application form still being used; they included many
ideas that were never pursued but which are still worth considering. This remarkable man’s
creative thinking, intense energy and infectious enthusiasm had perhaps most to do with the
strong early growth of the Society.
This growth could be seen in the increase in membership (secretary's report on 13/5/62 shows 81
adults financial members and 35 Junior financial members) and in attendances at meetings (72
‘members and friends’ on 22/2/62 when the speaker was Arnold McGill, a very prominent

ornithologist; and 53 present at the Annual General Meeting on the 29/3/62 when Isobel Bowden
was guest speaker).
Methods of spreading word of the Society included (a) a notice-board in the window of Hawke’s
shop at a busy bus terminal; talks by members ?? to Rotary and to “Business and Professional
Women’s Club” and by Stephen Wright in his regular broadcasts for the Good Neighbour Council,
(c) participation with Wildlife Preservation Society of Australia on field days, and (d) corporate
membership and affiliations with WPS of Australia and, by invitation, with the Nature Conservation
Council of NSW.
Then the Society took its great leap forward with the Valley of Waters project. And it was John Buki
who had the vision of The Hut and who carried the rest of us into the Effort To Attain it.
SHOULD A RED DOT APPEAR HERE…..IT DENOTES THAT YOU HAVE FAILED TO SEND YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION FOR THE CURRENT YEAR. IF YOU SEE TWO RED DOTS, YOU MIGHT BE FED UP WITH
CONSERVATION OR OUR NEWSLETTER. WE HOPE TO HEAR FROM YOU AND THAT YOU ARE
ENJOYING OUR EFFORTS TO INFORM YOU.
We reprint this article from June 1972 issue for the benefit of our many members. Ed.
PREHISTORIC MAN ON THE BLUE MOUNTAINS
Last year, Mr W Holland, a geomorphologist in the Department of Geography, University of Sydney,
and myself, as an archaeologist, excavated five Aboriginal sites in representative parts of the Blue
Mountains, to see if any correlation between climatic and cultural change in the Blue Mountains
could be found. I had previously published “Archaeological Survey of the Blue Mountains”
(Mankind, 1970, pp295-301) and the present work also set out to extend this survey.
Without going into details of our methods, the location and types of sites, and the description of
artefacts, the following conclusions may be of interest to your readers.
1. The most recent culture in the Blue Mountains, was the Bondaian, an industry characterised by
the making of finely backed, stone points and blades. In other parts of Australia this culture seems
to have been superseded in the last thousand or so years by one making greater use of organic
materials (wood, bone, shell) and a more simplified stone technology. However in the Blue
Mountains it persisted at least till 500 years ago (From a C 14 date derived from Lyre Bird Dell) and
most certainly until the coming of white man. The earliest date obtained for this industry was
about 3360 years ago (Blackheath) and it reached its peak, in technique and probably population,
about 1500 years ago.
2. Prior to the Bondaian culture there is evidence of a break in occupation right across the Blue
Mountains (and in other regions) somewhere between 6,000 and 4,000 Years ago. Why, we do not
know, but it probably due to climate – perhaps too wet and/or cold.
3. Before this there flourished a more primitive culture, called the Capertian, characterised by the
trimming of the edge of stone flakes, often resulting in the production of small saw-toothed
implements. The climate was drier, eg. the main cave at Lyre Bird Dell (which was very wet before
the provision of the present picnic amenities) was quite dry. Here we got a C14 date of 12,000
years for the lowest occupational level, marking it the oldest known dwelling on the Blue

Mountains. Similar dates for this industry have been obtained at Blackheath, Hazelbrook,
Springwood and further afield on the Great Divide and on the coast.
4. We have no certain evidence of human occupation prior to this. However some open sites
(where stratigraphic digging and C14 dating is impossible) show artefacts which belong neither the
Bondaian nor Capertian periods, but are characteristic of the Heavy Tool Tradition known from
various parts of Australia dating back to 30,000 years (and also found in Tasmania).Elements of this
archaic industry have been found in the blue metal quarries along the Nepean, and one shopper
was dated certainly to 26,700 years old.
Samples have been taken from the base of some swamps in the Upper mountains showing that
some of these have originated as much as 17,000 years ago eg. at Leura Falls Creek. These samples
show from their pollen content that the bush has changed very little since then. The Leura Falls
Creek sample, dating back 17,000 years, contained much charcoal, evidence of a big fire, which,
considering that it was at the height of the glacial period (when natural combustion was less likely)
may in fact be the oldest human “artifact” for which we have a sure date in the Blue Mountains.
The above article by the Rev. Dr Ehgene D Stockton.

